
The White Dwarf Population in IPHASL. Morales-Rueda1, P. J. Groot1, R. Napiwotzki2, J. E. Drew3 & The IPHAS ollaborationhttp://www.iphas.org1. Department of Astrophysis, Radboud University Nijmegen, NL. E-mail: lmr�astro.ru.nl2. Centre for Astrophysis Researh, STRI, University of Hertfordshire, UK.3. Astrophysis Group, Imperial College London, UK.ABSTRACTThe Isaa Newton Telesope/Wide Field Camera Photometri H� survey of the Northern Galati Plane (IPHAS)surveys the entire Northern Galati Plane in r', i', and H� down to r'= 20. Although initially designed to detetH� emitting soures, IPHAS has proven very useful for deteting soures with strong Balmer line absorption.Hydrogen-rih white dwarfs (WDs) with temperatures in the range 10 000 to 20 000 K (where the H� line isstrongest) an be deteted by IPHAS with a very high level of on�dene. What fration of the WD populationis hydrogen-rih and in this temperature range is relatively well understood. An IPHAS seleted sample withwell de�ned temperature limits will therefore allow an independent determination of the loal WD density at lowGalati latitudes where the known sample is highly inomplete, but whih is ruial for obtaining orret spaedensities and sale heights.1. THE INT GALACTIC PLANE H� SURVEY:IPHASIPHAS is a 1800-deg2 CCD survey of the Northern Milky Way span-ning �5Æ < b < +5Æ and reahing down to r'� 20(10�) [1℄. The mainsienti� targets of the survey are H� emitting soures suh as:� ompat planetary and symbioti nebulae,� luminous blue variables (P Cygni and � Car like objets),� rapidly evolving post-AGB stars,� Be stars of all types (inluding young Herbig stars, and B[e℄ su-pergiants),� lusters of T Tau stars,� a range of interating binary stars (symbiotis, `supersoft' ompatbinaries, WD/NS/BH areting binaries generally).But we are also sensitive to soures with w H� absorption suh as:� Hydrogen-rih WDs,� and early-A stars.2. SEARCHING FOR WDs IN THE GALACTICPLANEThe urrently known white dwarf sample is inomplete for distanesas small as 13p [2℄, whih results in a large unertainty on theirspae density. There is a strong de�it of known white dwarfs in theGalati plane, due mainly to the fat that most have been disoveredas a by produt of extragalati surveys. By deteting white dwarfsin the Galati plane we attempt to solve this inompleteness.The Fig below presents model spetra for 6 hydrogen-rih whitedwarfs with gravity log g = 7:5 and e�etive temperatures Teff =10000 to 60 000 in 10000K steps. The bandpasses of the three �ltersused for IPHAS (r', i', and H�) together with U and g', are also plot-ted. The di�erent ontinuum levels and H� depths mainly dependon WD temperature and allow us to distinguish WDs from otherstars in the IPHAS olour-olour plane, as well as WDs of di�erenttemperatures.

Fig.2 shows the equivalent width(EW) of the H� absorption linefor WDs of di�erent temperatures.The largest EW orresponds toWDs with temperatures between10 000 and 20000K. These are theWDs that are easily deteted inthe IPHAS survey.In Fig.3 (left panel) we present an IPHAS olour-olour diagram withknown soures. Purple soures are planetary nebulae, green are Bestars, blue are WD areting binaries (Catalysmi Variables) andred are long period variables. The positions where we expet to �ndWDs, Carbon stars and young Brown dwarfs are also indiated. TheWDs are learly separated from the rest of the stellar soures in thesurvey. Also depited is the early-A star reddening urve runningalong the bottom, the unreddened main sequene (marked with 0)and the AV=6 and AV=12 main sequenes. On the right panel weshow an example �eld where two WD andidates are learly seen(�gure from [1℄.)
3. HOW MANY WHITE DWARFS?By using a sample of hydrogen-rih WDs from the SDSS, we identi-�ed the olour-olour box in whih unreddened hydrogen-rih WDswould lie. We searhed the IPHAS data taken up to August 2004(60% of the full survey) and �nd an average of 0.6 WD per deg2.The numbers vary for di�erent observing epohs due to several fa-tors suh as the varying quality of the observations, the fat thatIPHAS does not have yet a global photometri solution and the dif-ferent reddening in the �elds.By implementing a searh method like that desribed by Witham etal. (2006) [3℄ we an aount for the global olour shifts in the olour-olour diagrams and determine more aurately the number of WDsper deg2. 4. FUTURE� Spetrosopi identi�ation of WD andidates using already ap-proved time.� U, and g' observations, and r' re-observations of IPHAS �elds havealready started (the UVEX survey). The bluer bands will allowthe identi�ation of WDs in a broader temperature range. The r're-observations will provide proper motion information to identifythe loser WDs.� The 5-band (u', g', r', i', H�) Southern Hemisphere ounterpart ofIPHAS has been approved as an ESO publi survey and will startin late 2007. The telesope + instrument used for this survey willbe the VLT Survey Telesope + OmegaCAM.[1℄ Janet E. Drew & the IPHAS ollaboration, 2005, MNRAS, 362, 753[2℄ Shr�oder et al., 2004, MNRAS, 354, 727[3℄ Witham et al., 2006, MNRAS, 369, 581IPHAS is arried out with the Isaa Newton Telesope and the Wide Field Camera.


